Atomic force microscopy contact, tapping, and jumping modes for imaging biological samples in liquids.
The capabilities of the atomic force microscope for imaging biomolecules under physiological conditions has been systematically investigated. Contact, dynamic, and jumping modes have been applied to four different biological systems: DNA, purple membrane, Alzheimer paired helical filaments, and the bacteriophage phi29. These samples have been selected to cover a wide variety of biological systems in terms of sizes and substrate contact area, which make them very appropriate for the type of comparative studies carried out in the present work. Although dynamic mode atomic force microscopy is clearly the best choice for imaging soft samples in air, in liquids there is not a leading technique. In liquids, the most appropriate imaging mode depends on the sample characteristics and preparation methods. Contact or dynamic modes are the best choices for imaging molecular assemblies arranged as crystals such as the purple membrane. In this case, the advantage of image acquisition speed predominates over the disadvantage of high lateral or normal force. For imaging individual macromolecules, which are weakly bonded to the substrate, lateral and normal forces are the relevant factors, and hence the jumping mode, an imaging mode which minimizes lateral and normal forces, is preferable to other imaging modes.